Raptor® Connect™ Integration Platform

Improve the flow of critical information and
significantly reduce emergency response time.

Innovative Technology Effortlessly Connects School
Safety Devices and Systems
Many schools have independent safety solutions that require
separate activation during an emergency. This disjointed process
wastes valuable time and ultimately impedes response and
recovery. Raptor Connect’s advanced technology changes this by:

Enabling Raptor to send alerts to other systems
Allowing Raptor to receive alerts from other systems
Empowering users to initiate multiple emergency
response mechanisms from a single point

EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIVATED
Everything is intertwined when you integrate your
alarms, detectors, and other security components with
Raptor Connect. Raptor Connect instantly activates the
appropriate emergency response (Lockdown, Evacuate,
Secure, etc.) in Raptor Alert when it receives emergency
signals from your other devices.

COMMUNITY & SYSTEMS ALERTED
Raptor Connect instantly notifies school staff
and first responders while also activating
your alarm systems, IoT devices, and access
control systems. Raptor Connect also sends
information to smart boards and other
connected digital response technologies.

Raptor® Connect
Integration
Platform

Improving the flow of critical information to
significantly reduce response time

Increase the effectiveness and
value of your current and future
safety infrastructure
Click to Learn How

RESPONSE IMPROVED
Raptor Connect streamlines a school’s digital emergency
response activations, speeding notifications and
minimizing the impact of the situation so that you can
keep your schools—and everyone inside of them—safe.
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Take Safety to a Whole New Level
Raptor® Connect™ Integration Platform

Working together towards a mission

Strong Community of Partners
This ecosystem of school safety leaders covers
a wide range of peripherals, including cameras,
gun detection, fire/smoke detection, alarms,
speakers, IoT devices, smart boards, access
control, communication devices, and more.

to keep every child and every school safe every day

[Incident Command]

[Digital Display]

[Mass Notification]

[Integrator]

[AI-based Gun Detection]

[Communications]

By working together, we empower schools
to streamline their emergency response and
activation processes.

Increase the effectiveness and
value of your current and future
safety infrastructure
Click to Learn How
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